Book Report File Folder
Student: ________________________ Due Date: ___________________
Book: __________________________ Author: ______________________
Materials Needed: The chosen text, file folder, attached graphic organizers, pencil, markers
and/or colored pencils
Directions: Use the checklist below to complete your book report project.
Front of File Folder Create your own front cover of the book you read! What would you want
the front cover of the book to look like if you were the illustrator? You must include:
❏ A creative illustration
❏ The title of the book underlined
❏ The author
❏ Your name and date written like this: “Book Report by John Smith on July 15, 2018”
Left Inside Panel The left inside panel of the file folder should include the following:
❏ The “Describe a Character” graphic organizer- Put one of the main character’s names
in the center and adjectives to describe him or her in the surrounding boxes.
❏ The “Vocabulary” graphic organizer- Choose 1 word from the text that you do not know
the meaning. Use a dictionary (online or print) to find the meaning and a synonym that
you are familiar with. Include a picture (hand drawn or printed from internet). Use the
vocabulary word in a sentence that shows the meaning.
Right Inside Panel The right inside panel should include:
❏ The “Story Mapping” graphic organizer- Include the main characters, setting, main
problem, and solution in this graphic organizer.
❏ The “Sequence of Events” graphic organizer- Put 4 main events in order from
beginning to end. Use complete sentences!
Back Panel The back panel should include the following sections:
Book Review – Your book review should be a paragraph of at least three sentences.
❏ On a scale of 1-5, how would you rate the book?
❏ What was your favorite part of the book? What was your least favorite part of the book?
❏ Who would you recommend this book to? “I would recommend this book to someone
who is interested in…”

✭Cut out the graphic organizers so they fit on the file folder.

